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Abstract: Policy evaluation is a process to determine whether a request submitted by a user
satisfies the access control policies defined by an organization. Modality conflict is one of the
main issues in policy evaluation. Existing modality conflict detection approaches do not consider
complex condition attributes such as spatial and temporal constraints. An effective authorization
propagation rule is needed to detect the modality conflicts that occur among the applicable
policies. This work proposes a modality conflict detection model to identify the applicable policies
during policy evaluation, which supports an authorization propagation rule to investigate the classsubclass relationships of a subject, resource, action, and location of a request and a policy. The
comparison with previous work is conducted, and findings show the solution which considers the
condition attribute (i.e. spatial and temporal constraints) can affect the decision as to whether the
applicable policies should be retrieved or not which further affect the accuracy of the modality
conflict detection process. Whereas the applicable policies which are retrieved for a request can
influence the detection of modality conflict among the applicable policies. In conclusion, our
proposed solution is more effective in identifying the applicable policies and detecting modality
conflict than the previous work .
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I. INTRODUCTION

P

olicy evaluation is a process to determine
whether a request satisfies the access control
policies. A policy is said to be applicable to a
request if the attribute values of the request are
matched with the attribute values of the policy.
With the increasing popularity of distributed
systems and collaborative applications, there
is a need to apply a conflict analysis method
in policy evaluation. Modality conflict is an
issue in policy evaluation which arises because
of the existence of both positive and negative

authorizations for a given subject-object1 pair
in policy evaluation.
Typically in a large distributed system,
when a user sends a request to execute an
action, if there is no explicit authorization
specified for the user, there must be some
way to propagate authorizations for the
user [12]. In other words, the authorization
policies may be propagated according to the
inheritance relationships between concepts
which may cause inconsistencies modality
conflict. Several works have been devoted to
the topic of propagation of authorizations in
1 The terms object and resource are being used interchangeably
in this paper.
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distributed systems according to the inheritance
relationships between concepts [1; 4; 6; 7; 12; 17;
24]. However, the concern of these works is only
on the authorization propagation on the subject,
resource, or action attributes, but not on the
condition attributes. These works are limited to
simple condition evaluation in which string equal
function is used. In [1], the authors argued that
sometimes it is required to consider additional
temporal as well as spatial constraints on the
permission inheritance hierarchy in order to
restrict policy permission. In addition, complex
condition elements such as semantic relationships
between spatial or temporal elements are
necessary to take into account in the modality
conflict detection process.
This paper is an extension of our previous
work in [14]. In [14] we proposed a heterogeneity
policy evaluation engine called HXPEngine which
aims at resolving syntactical and terminological
conflicts between the attribute values of a request
and a policy. While this paper focuses on the issues
of modality conflicts. Hence, in this paper, we
propose a modality conflict detection model based
on eXtensible Access Control Markup Language
(XACML) to identify the applicable policies,
which relies on inheritance relationships between
the attribute values of a request and a policy.
The modality conflict detection model contains
subject, resource, action, location hierarchies
that supports a more adequate representation
of their semantics. These hierarchies are formed
based on the matching results collected from
human experts. Each policy that is specified on
a superclass is enforced for all of its subclasses.
The authorization propagation rule can assist
policy evaluation to investigate the class-subclass
relationships between the attribute values of a
request and a policy based on the hierarchical
structures in which policy attributes (subject,
resource, action, and condition) are organized,
so that an authorization decision produces by
the policy evaluation engine will not lead to
unsafe authorization access. We mainly focus
on a process before the actual policy evaluation
is performed to assist the policy administrators
during policy evaluation. Our solution attempts
to filter out the irrelevant policies which help the
policy administrators to resolve modality conflict
among these potentially applicable policies. The
modality conflict will be reported accordingly
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so that the policy administrators can resolve
them according to their priority to better protect
sensitive and private data.
Overall, the main contributions of this work
are briefly described as follows:
1) A modality conflict detection model that
aims to effectively identify the explicit and
implicit policies during execution of a request
is proposed.
2) The experimental results of the proposed
solution are presented to prove its capability of
retrieving the applicable policies and detecting
modality conflict during policy evaluation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews the authorization propagation
rules that are proposed by previous studies for
detecting modality conflict. The limitations
of each work are then identified. Section 3
presents in details the proposed modality conflict
detection model and modality conflict detection
algorithm to identify the applicable explicit and
implicit policies during policy evaluation and if
it is identified that modality conflict occurs then
conflict resolution is needed in order to resolve
the modality conflict before an authorization
decision is returned. An illustrative example
is presented based on the academy university
domain in order to illustrate how modality
conflict exists among access control policies when
authorizations are being propagated. Section 4
presents the evaluation of the proposed solution
by evaluating the performance of the modality
conflict detection model and the results are
compared to the previous work. The last section
concludes this work.
II. RELATED WORKS
An access control policy determines the
conditions to be fulfilled by a subject to gain
access to a resource [22]. All the policies must
be denied instance by instance if subjects or
resources have no hierarchical structure, which
will be burdensome in large systems. Hence in
most realistic applications, subjects and resources
are organized hierarchically. The authorizations
can be derived according to the hierarchy-based
derivation policies [8]. Thus, each node in the
hierarchy will get additional positive or negative
authorizations because of these hierarchyJ. ADV COMP ENG TECHNOL, 4(4) Autumn 2018
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based derivation policies. Consequently, the
possibility to retrieve multiple applicable
policies with different effects to an authorization
decision increased which may lead to modality
conflict. Therefore, authorization propagation
is a convenient and easy way to specify implicit
policies, but it can result in unforeseen conflicts
[13]. Hence, it is necessary to detect and resolve
the modality conflict when both a denial and a
permission are specified among explicit and
implicit policies.
Past works [3; 9; 10; 16; 19; 20; 21] supported
traditional modality conflict detection which has
no hierarchical structure for organizing subject,
action, resource, and condition. Therefore, none
of these works provide an effective conflict
detection method. This caused modality conflict
could not be detected properly.
Several studies focused on the design,
implementation and evaluation of a mechanism
that can be used by policy administrators to
proactively detect conflict policies among a set of
policies in a policy database [1; 6; 11; 13; 18; 23;
24; 25; 26; 27]. Nevertheless, these works mainly
focused on the modality conflict detection and
resolution among the attribute values of policies
once a new party joined the collaboration. The
conflict analysis is generally much slower during
policy design time especially for organization
with policies of larger sizes [17].
A number of works have been devoted to the
topic of propagation of authorizations based on
the inheritance relationships between concepts
[1; 4; 6; 7; 12; 17; 24].
The authors in [4] assume that the access
permissions given to a role subsumed the access
permissions given to all roles with a lower
position in the hierarchy of an organization. The
same concept is applied to object hierarchy. Based
on the authorization propagation concept, the
implicit permissions can be derived by inheriting
permissions that are propagated to the requested
node from the parent nodes. Thus, authorizations
of opposite sign on the parent nodes may be
propagated to the requested node which may
cause inconsistencies.
The authors in [12] present a unified
framework which allows the specification of
both positive and negative authorizations and
incorporated notions of authorization derivation,
conflict resolution, and authorization decision

strategies by exploiting the hierarchical structures
of attributes (roles, user group, and resources).
The authorizations of a node are propagated to all
its descendants in the hierarchy.
The authors in [7] exemplify modality conflict
arising from "part-of " relations. The modality
conflict identified by this work can be resolved
by considering the hierarchy concept used for
propagating authorizations. The specificity
principle being applied is based on the notion
of domain nesting principle whenever this
relationship exists. The authors in [17] applied
descending propagation by evaluating the
parent requested resource node and if the
response is "Deny" for any of the parent nodes,
the authorization decision is returned as "Deny".
This work applied descending propagation
by evaluating the child nodes which have
authorization decision different from the requested
resource node. The authors in [6] proposed an
algorithm to discover modality conflict among
two policies with opposite authorization decisions
when descending propagation is applied with
the knowledge of the hierarchy of subjects and
resources. In [24], the authors proposed a novel
method for detecting modality conflict among
the access control policies when the concepts of
role hierarchy and permission inheritance are
introduced in the access control model.
The concern of the above works is only on
the authorization propagation on the subject,
resource, and action attributes, but not on the
condition attributes and thus affects the result of
authorization decision. These works are limited to
simple condition evaluation in which string equal
function is used. This caused modality conflict
could not be detected properly.
The authors in [1] argued that sometimes
it is required to consider additional temporal
as well as spatial constraints on the permission
inheritance hierarchy in order to restrict policy
permission. Moreover, the collaborative nature
of a distributed environment requires the
specification of condition such as contextual
constraints in the access control policy to ensure
adequate protection of services and resources
[2]. As context information get involved, the
authorization propagation no longer depends
on subject, resource, and action inheritance
relationships, it also depends on the context
information. Thus, spatial constraints, i.e. the
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requestor's location information and temporal
constraints, i.e. the requestor's access time have
to take into consideration in an access control
policy when determining an access to services
and resources as well as in the modality conflict
detection process.
III.

THE
MODALITY
CONFLICT
DETECTION PROCESS

In distributed computing systems, the policies
can grow very large and suffer from conflict
which heavily influences the correctness and
completeness in retrieving the applicable policies
for a particular request. Thus, detecting and
resolving the modality conflict is a non-trivial
task because it involves identification of applicable
policies and detecting modality conflict among
them. In this section, we present in details our
proposed modality conflict detection model for
identifying the applicable policies and detecting
modality conflict among the applicable policies.
The definition of modality conflict is as
follows:
Definition 1 Modality conflict is inconsistency
in the restriction policy specification, which arises
when two policies Pol1 and Pol2 with modalities
of opposite effects for the same subject, resource,
action, and condition, i.e.:
Pol 1  ( Permit , Subject

pol

, Re source

pol

, Action

pol

, Condition

pol

)

Pol 2  ( Deny , Subject pol , Re source pol , Action pol , Condition pol )

During modality conflict detection process, it
is possible that more than one applicable policy
are retrieved with modalities of opposite effects.
The modality conflict could arise from semantic
relationships between concepts that cannot be
detected simply by looking at the terminology
structure of the terms. According to work in [5],
when an access right for a subject on a resource
is explicitly specified this is referred to as
explicit authorization. While an access right for
a subject on a resource can be implicitly derived
from other explicit authorizations, referred to
as implicit authorization. Authorizations are
propagated along partially ordered structures

obtained by classifying subject, resource, action,
and condition attributes. All the authorizations of
a node are propagated to its child nodes. If this is
not done, then a user may be permitted to access
a resource if he selects one access hierarchy path,
while he may be denied access through another
path [17]. For instance, if a "Permit" policy is
defined on Student, thus all the requests to the
subclasses of Student such as Undergraduate
Student should also be permitted. However, if
the subclasses of Student have opposite mode
different from Student, the subclasses will inherit
the conflicting mode from Student. Thus, we
proposed a modality conflict detection model in
order to identify all possible explicit and implicit
applicable policies for a particular request
before the modality conflict detection process
is embarked. Fig. 1 shows the overall general
process flow of the proposed modality conflict
detection model.
In a large authorization system, there may
be multiple authorities who specify the sets of
policies and such sets may consist of thousands of
rules for security purposes. When a user sends a
request to access the resources of an organization,
the authorization module will determine which
policy is applicable to the particular request.
There can be multiple policy sets and multiple
policies in each set applicable to a single request.
Even within each policy there can be multiple
rules which are applicable to the request. These
applicable policies can have a different or even
conflicting authorization decision for the request.
Our modality conflict detection model contains
subject, resource, action, and location which are
organized into hierarchies, supporting a more
adequate representation of their semantics. From
the authorizations that are explicitly specified,
implicit authorizations are automatically derived
by the model.
Authorizations are automatically propagated
along subject, resource, action, and location
hierarchies and the authorization flows are always
from the parent towards its child nodes. That is, a
policy defined on a node should be enforced for
all its children as well. In other words, each node
either has its own policies or inherits them from
its parent. Hence, implicit policies can be derived
based on these hierarchies. However, policies for
a concept can differ from its children and they
can be in a conflict authorization decision. Our
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work provides an authorization propagation
rule in order to investigate the class-subclass
relationships of a subject, resource, action and
location of a request and a policy before the
applicable policy is identified. The proposed
authorization propagation rule used in our model
is as follow:
Subject req  Subject pol & & Re source req  Re source pol & &
Action req  Action pol & & Location req  Location pol

					

(1)

where Subjectreq (Subjectpol) is the subject of
the request (policy, respectively),
Resourcereq (Resourcepol) is the resource of the
request (policy, respectively),
Actionreq (Actionpol) is the action of the
request (policy, respectively),
Locationreq (Locationpol) is the location of the
request (policy, respectively).
The concept is classified as a partial ordered

Fig. 1. The modality conflict detection model.
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structure where an attribute value of a request,
av req is a specialization of an attribute value of
a policy, av pol if and only if av req ≤ av pol ,
where ≤ represents the subsumption operator.
This structure can ground the permission
inheritance of the authorization propagation, i.e.
rights assigned to concepts can be inherited by
subsumed concepts [7]. Fig. 2 presents the
modality conflict detection algorithm.
The attribute value of a request, Req, is
compared to the attribute value of a policy, P, to
identify the inheritance relationships between
them. Based on the proposed authorization
propagation rule, the explicit and implicit policies
will be retrieved if the above propagation rule
conditions are obeyed. N-gram and WordNet as
an external thesaurus are applied in this work
in matching the attribute values of a request and
a policy [14]. N-gram is utilized to resolve the
syntactic variations while WordNet is utilized
to resolve the terminological variations. Our
work assumes that semantic relationships (i.e.
class-subclass) exist among these concepts.
The underlying idea is that the parent-child
relationship implies that one rule could be a
restriction of the other and this would be more
helpful than the sibling relationship [15]. The
modality conflict detection algorithm will further
check whether modality conflict exists among the
applicable policies and if it occurs then conflict
resolution is needed to resolve the conflict before
an authorization decision is returned. XACML
defines four types of predefined combining
algorithm to automatically resolve modality
conflict namely: "Permit-Overrides", "DenyOverrides", "First-Applicable", and "Only-OneApplicable".
1. Illustrative Example
Fig. 3 depicts an example of a subject hierarchy
(Hsub), resource hierarchy (Hres), action hierarchy
(Hact), and location hierarchy (Hloc) for the
university policies. These hierarchies are formed
based on the results collected from human experts.
Each policy that is specified on a superclass is
enforced for all of its subclasses. For instance, the
superclass Student has two subclasses, namely:
Graduate Student and Undergrad. If a "Permit"
policy is defined on Student, thus all requests to
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the subclasses of Student should also be permitted.
The policies and requests based on the
university domain are used in this illustrative
example. Table I presents the university policies
used in the illustrative example while Table II
presents the requests for the illustrative example.
Consider the subject, resource, action, and
location hierarchies in Fig. 3 that are applied in
deriving the implicit policies from the explicit
policies for each of the following request:
i. For Req1, pol2implicit the implicit policies,
and AssociateProf, Grades, Assign, and
GraduateSchool in Req5 are matched to
AssociateProfessor, Grades, Assign, and School
in Pol5, respectively. Pol3implicit as presented in
Table III, are derived from the explicit policies,
Pol2 and Pol3, respectively. Undergraduate
Student in Req1 is matched to Undergrad based
on the N-gram similarity measure and WordNet
and Undergrad is a child node of Student in the
subject hierarchy as shown in Fig. 3(a). Hence,
Undergraduate Student in Req1 is a subclass
of Student in Pol2. Teaching Course in Req1
is a subclass of Course in Pol2 based on Fig.
3(b). View in Req1 is matched to View in Pol2.
University Department in Req1 is a subclass of
Department in Pol2 since University Department
is a child node of Department based on Fig. 3(d).
Using similar matching process as explained
above, Pol3implicit is derived from Pol3.
ii. For Req2, the implicit policy, Pol1implicit as
presented in Table IV is derived from the explicit
policy, Pol1. Based on Fig. 3, N-gram similarity
measure and WordNet, ResearchAssistant,
ExternalGrades, Assign, and Institute in Req2
are matched to RA, ExternalGrades, Assign, and
Association in Pol1, respectively.
iii. For Req3, the implicit policies, Pol4implicit
and pol5implicit are derived from the explicit
policies, Pol4 and Pol5, respectively. Table V
presents the implicit policies which are derived
from Pol4 and Pol5 based on Req3. Based on
Fig. 3, N-gram similarity measure and WordNet,
AssociateProfessor, InternalGrades, Assign,
and GraduateSchool in Req3 are matched
to AssociateProfessor, Grades, Assign, and
GraduateSchool in Pol4, respectively. While
AssociateProfessor, InternalGrades, Assign, and
J. ADV COMP ENG TECHNOL, 4(4) Autumn 2018
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Fig. 2. The modality conflict detection algorithm.

Fig. 3. (a) Subject Hierarchy for University Policy, , (b) Resource Hierarchy for University Policy, , (c) Action Hierarchy
for University Policy, , and (d) Location Hierarchy for University Policy, .
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GraduateSchool in Req3 are matched to Faculty_
Member, Grades, Assign, and School in Pol5,
respectively. Faculty_Member is a superclass
of AssociateProfessor and School in Req4 is a
superclass of GraduateSchool in Pol4 which
violate the concept of authorization propagation
based on the inheritance relationships. Thus, no
implicit policy is derived from Pol4 based on
Req4. As for Pol5, each attribute value of Req4
is an exact match to its equivalent attribute value
in Pol5. In this case, no implicit policy is derived
from Pol5 based on Req4.
v. For Req5, the implicit policies, Pol4implicit
and Pol5implicit as presented in Table VI, are
derived from the explicit policies, Pol4 and
Pol5, respectively. Based on Fig. 3 and N-gram
similarity measure, AssociateProf, Grades,
Assign, and GraduateSchool in Req5 are
matched to AssociateProfessor, Grades, Assign,
and GraduateSchool in Pol4, respectively.
While AssociateProf, Grades, Assign, and
GraduateSchool in Req5 are matched to
AssociateProfessor, Grades, Assign, and School
in Pol5, respectively.
iv. For Req6, the explicit policy, Pol4 is
retrieved and the implicit policy is derived
from Pol5. AssociateProfessor in Pol4 cannot
be propagated to Faculty_Member in Req6
since Faculty_Member is a superclass of
AssociateProfessor based on Fig. 3(a) and School
in Req6 is a superclass of GraduateSchool in
Pol4 based on Fig. 3(d) which violate the concept
of authorization propagation based on the
inheritance relationships. Thus, no implicit policy
is derived from Pol4 based on Req6.
Table VII presents the implicit policy, Pol5imlpicit
which is derived from Pol5 based on Req6. Based
on Fig. 3 and N-gram, Faculty_Member, Grades,
AssignGrade, and School in Req6 are matched to
Faculty_Member, Grades, Assign, and School in
Pol5, respectively.
v. For Req4, the proposed solution
retrieved the explicit policies, Pol4 and Pol5.
AssociateProfessor in Pol4 cannot be propagated
to Faculty_Member in Req4 since Faculty_
Member is a superclass of AssociateProfessor and
School in Req4 is a superclass of GraduateSchool
in Pol4 which violate the concept of authorization
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propagation based on the inheritance
relationships. Thus, no implicit policy is derived
from Pol4 based on Req4.			
As for Pol5, each attribute value of Req4 is an
exact match to its equivalent attribute value in
Pol5. In this case, no implicit policy is derived
from Pol5 based on Req4.
vi. For Req5, the implicit policies, Pol4implicit
and Pol5implicit as presented in Table VI, are
derived from the explicit policies, Pol4 and
Pol5, respectively. Based on Fig. 3 and N-gram
similarity measure, AssociateProf, Grades,
Assign, and GraduateSchool in Req5 are
matched to AssociateProfessor, Grades, Assign,
and GraduateSchool in Pol4, respectively.
While AssociateProf, Grades, Assign, and
GraduateSchool in Req5 are matched to
AssociateProfessor, Grades, Assign, and School
in Pol5, respectively.
vi. For Req6, the explicit policy, Pol4 is
retrieved and the implicit policy is derived
from Pol5. AssociateProfessor in Pol4 cannot
be propagated to Faculty_Member in Req6
since Faculty_Member is a superclass of
AssociateProfessor based on Fig. 3(a) and School
in Req6 is a superclass of GraduateSchool in
Pol4 based on Fig. 3(d) which violate the concept
of authorization propagation based on the
inheritance relationships. Thus, no implicit policy
is derived from Pol4 based on Req6.
Table VII presents the implicit policy, which
is derived from Pol5 based on Req6. Based on
Fig. 3 and N-gram, Faculty_Member, Grades,
AssignGrade, and School in Req6 are matched to
Faculty_Member, Grades, Assign, and School in
Pol5, respectively.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We compared the applicable policies identified
and the modality conflict detected among the
applicable policies by our proposed solution to
those obtained by Sun's XACML implementation
[21] and the human experts for each request.
We choose Sun's XACML implementation
in our comparison for two reasons. First, it is
the first and the most widely deployed XACML
J. ADV COMP ENG TECHNOL, 4(4) Autumn 2018
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TABLE I
THE UNIVERSITY POLICIES FOR THE ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
Policy
Combinin
g
Algorithm
PermitOverrides

PermitOverrides

DenyOverrides

Rule
Combining
Algorithm
PermitOverrides

Policy
No.

Effect

Pol1

Permit

RA

ExternalGra
des

Assign 
View

Pol2

Deny

Student

Course

Assign 
View

Pol3

Permit

Undergrad

Course

View

Grades

Assign  View

SubmitGrade 
SubmitGradeCha
nge

Grades

Assign  View

Subject

Resource

PermitOverrides

PermitOverrides

Pol4

Permit

AssociateProfes
sor

PermitOverrides

Pol5

Deny

Faculty_Membe
r

Action

Condition
(Location = Association) 
(Time  12P.M. 
Time  2P.M.) 
(Email = upm.edu.my)
(Location = Department) 
(Time  12P.M. 
Time  1P.M.) 
(Email = upm.edu.my)
(Location = Department) 
(Time  12P.M. 
Time  1P.M.) 
(Email = upm.edu.my)
(Location = GraduateSchool) 
(Time  12P.M. 
Time  1P.M.)
(Location = School) 
(Time  12P.M. 
Time  1P.M.)

TABLE II
THE REQUESTS FOR THE ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
Request
No.

Subject

Resource

Action

Req1

Undergraduate
Student

Teaching
Course

View

Req2

ResearchAssistant

ExternalGrades

Assign

Req3

AssociateProfessor

InternalGrades

Assign

Req4
Req5
Req6

Faculty_Member
AssociateProf
Faculty_Member

Grades
Grades
Grades

View
Assign
AssignGrade

Condition
(Location = University Department)  (Time =
12.30P.M.) 
(Email = gs23442@upm.edu.my)
(Location = Institute)  (Time = 1.30P.M.) 
(Email = gs23442@upm.edu.my)
(Location = GraduateSchool) 
(Time = 12.30P.M.) 
(Email = gs23442@upm.edu.my)
(Location = School)  (Time = 12.30P.M.)
(Location = GraduateSchool)  (Time = 12.30P.M.)
(Location = School)  (Time = 12.30P.M.)

TABLE III
THE IMPLICIT POLICIES DERIVED FROM POL2 AND POL3 BASED ON THE REQ1
Policy No.

Effect

Subject

Resource

Action

Pol2implicit

Deny

Undergraduate
Student

Teaching Course

View

Pol3implicit

Permit

Undergraduate
Student

Teaching Course

View

Condition
(Location = University Department) 
(Time  12P.M.  Time  1P.M.) 
(Email = upm.edu.my)
(Location = University Department) 
(Time  12P.M.  Time  1P.M.) 
(Email = upm.edu.my)

TABLE IV
THE IMPLICIT POLICY DERIVED FROM POL1 BASED ON THE REQ2
Policy No.

Pol1implicit

Effect
Permit

Subject
ResearchAssistant

Resource
ExternalGrades
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Action
Assign

Condition
(Location = Institute) 
(Time  12P.M.  Time  2P.M.) 
( Email = upm.edu.my)
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TABLE V
THE IMPLICIT POLICIES DERIVED FROM POL4 AND POL5 BASED ON THE REQ3
Policy No.

Effect

Subject

Resource

Action

Pol4implicit

Permit

AssociateProfessor

InternalGrades

Assign

Pol5implicit

Deny

AssociateProfessor

InternalGrades

Assign

Condition
(Location = GraduateSchool) 
(Time  12P.M.  Time  1P.M.)
(Location = GraduateSchool) 
(Time  12P.M.  Time  1P.M.)

TABLE VI
THE IMPLICIT POLICIES DERIVED FROM POL4 AND POL5 BASED ON THE REQ5
Policy No.

Effect

Subject

Resource

Action

Pol4implicit

Permit

AssociateProf

Grades

Assign

Pol5implicit

Deny

AssociateProf

Grades

Assign

Condition
(Location =GraduateSchool) 
(Time  12P.M.  Time  1P.M.)
(Location = GraduateSchool) 
(Time  12P.M.  Time  1P.M.)

TABLE VII
THE EXPLICIT POLICY AND IMPLICIT POLICY DERIVED FROM POL5 BASED ON THE REQ6
Policy No.

Pol5implicit

Effect
Deny

Subject
Faculty_Member

Resource
Grades

evaluation engine and has become the industrial
practice [16]. Second, the previous works [3;
16;19] selected Sun's XACML implementation
for their results comparison since Sun's XACML
implementation is an open source. These works
focused on the efficiency of their engine by
reducing the processing time while the results
obtained are the same as compared to Proctor
[21]. While our work focuses on the accuracy of
identifying the applicable policies and detecting
modality conflict among the applicable policies.
To provide a ground for evaluating the quality
of the matching results, the results produced
by our proposed solutions are compared to
the human experts' results. The task was first
conducted manually by three professional human
experts who are either familiar with database
management or English linguistics. Table VIII
presents the explicit and implicit applicable
policies retrieved for each of the request and the
modality conflict detected at different policy level.
The proposed solution is able to retrieve both
explicit and implicit applicable policies which
are the same as the applicable policies retrieved
by the human experts for all the requests in this
illustrative example. Req1, Req3 and Req5 are the
requests in which modality conflict is detected
264							

Action
AssignGrade

Condition
(Location = School) 
(Time  12P.M.  Time  1P.M.)

by the human experts as well as our proposed
solution.
Consider the subject, resource, action, and
location hierarchies in Fig. 3 that are applied
in identifying the applicable policies which are
shown in Table VIII for each of the following
request:
i. For Req1, the proposed solution applied the
rule combining algorithm, "Permit-Overrides" to
resolve the modality conflict, in which "Permit"
is returned as the authorization decision. For
Req3 and Req5, the proposed solution chooses
the policy combining algorithm, "DenyOverrides" to resolve the modality conflict at the
policy set level. Thus, "Deny" is returned as the
authorization decision. The modality conflict is
not detected by Sun's XACML implementation
for Req1, Req3, and Req5, thus, "N/A" is returned
as the authorization decision.
ii. For Req2 and Req6, there is no modality
conflict detected by the proposed solution. Thus,
the effect of Pol1implicit , "Permit" is returned as
the authorization decision for Req2 while the
effect of Pol5implicit , "Deny" is returned as the
authorization decision for Req6. "N/A" is returned
as the authorization decision by Sun's XACML
implementation since there is no applicable
J. ADV COMP ENG TECHNOL, 4(4) Autumn 2018
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policy retrieved for Req2 and Req6.
iii. For Req4, both the Sun's XACML
implementation and the proposed solution
retrieved the explicit policy, Pol5 and the effect
of Pol5, "Deny" is returned as the authorization
decision.
Overall, the proposed solution successfully
produced accurate results compared to the
Sun's XACML implementation since the Sun's
XACML implementation does not investigate
the authorization propagation along the subject,
resource, action and location hierarchies.
Therefore, we can conclude that the proposed
solution is better compared to the Sun's XACML
implementation.
V. CONCLUSION
Policy evaluation has received considerable
attention to accommodate the security
requirements covering large, open, distributed
computing environments. This research addresses
the significant need in identifying the applicable
policies and detecting modality conflict for
XACML policy evaluation.
Our modality conflict model supports the
authorization propagation rule which explores
inheritance relationships of a subject, resource,
action, and condition which enables the applicable
policies to be retrieved for a given request. We
present the algorithm for identifying applicable
policies and detecting modality conflict based on
the proposed authorization propagation rule.
Several requests and policies for a university
in XACML structure are used to motivate the
needs to identify the applicable policies and
detect modality conflict in the process of policy
evaluation. The analysis results show that our
proposed solution achieved more effective results
in retrieving the applicable policies and in detecting
the modality conflict as compared to the previous
work. This indicates that our proposed solution
is better than the Sun's XACML implementation
in policy evaluation. The next stage of this work
is to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed
model on real XACML policies designed for the
university, conference management, and health
care domain with respect to identify the applicable
policies and detect modality conflict. This will be
performed by analyzing decisions from human
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experts (professional groups) whom are familiar
with policies.
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